
GARAGE DOOR CHANGES 

 
Any change in garage door color or appearance requires the approval of The Fountains Architectural 
Review Board hereafter referred to as FARB. Changes will be permitted subject to the following criteria: 
 

PAINTING: 
Colors must be subdued and in harmony with other surrounding homes.  For your convenience, a 
reference three-page color pamphlet to be used for design only, has been developed by the FARB and is 
available at the residence of each FARB member (color information contained in this pamplet is not 
accurate enough for paint formulation).  Only solid colors listed in this pamphlet will be allowed.  Mixing 
colors listed in this pamphlet is subject to FARB approval.  
 

REPLACEMENT: 
Pre-colored replacement doors shall be in harmony with the existing home and surrounding homes.  
Only solid colors listed in the three page color reference pamphlet mentioned under “Painting” above, 
with only a slight gradation which is subject to FARB discretion, will be allowed. 
 

WHEN PURCHASING PAINT: 
1.) For accuracy of color mixes a sample piece of the “Alside” siding and “Dryvit” stucco originally 

used in The Fountains at Raintree is available through the FARB and may be checked out by 
leaving a refundable deposit of $50.00.  Keep in mind, even though this method is the most 
accurate for color matching, over the years both siding and stucco have faded, therefore a slight 
gradation will be allowed. 

2.)  For expedience, an account has been set up at Sherwin-Williams store # 7507 located at 3735 
SW Raintree Dr. Lee’s Summit, MO 84082 (816) 537-0378.  The FARB account name is: “The 
Fountains at Raintree”, the account number is: 2763-2945-5. 

3.) When having one of the sample pieces analyzed to obtain a paint formula, do so using the FARB 
account name and number. 

4.) Then use the sample piece name as the color name for the paint formula obtained from the 
analysis. 

5.) Following this procedure, and by keeping the FARB account up to date with the sample piece 
color formulas, will give us all access to the previously file formulas and maintain continuity 
within the community. 

 

HARDWARE: 
Windows and exposed decorative handles or hinges will be permitted subject to FARB discretion. 
 

GENERAL: 
Any change in door appearance requires FARB approval. Approval submissions to FARB must include: 

a. a color sample (in color) of the requested paint,  
b. or in the case of replacement door, a color brochure showing the door design, proposed color 

and any windows or decorative trim.  
c. No stripes, wood grain designs, etc. will be approved.   

 
Approved by HOA Board of Directors:  February 7, 2017 



 
 


